POS

#

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

QB

3

Humphreys, Dustin

Palmer, Carson

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Arizona Cardinals

2003 – 1 – CIN

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

December 27, 1979 (34)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (CASC)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

QB

N/A

BEST
WORST

Size, Quick Release, Ability to Stretch the Field Vertically, Decisiveness, Ability to Throw into
Tight Coverage
Ability to Extend Plays and Escape the Pocket

Veteran starting QB who operates best from the pocket with the capability to makes throws to
PROJECTION all areas of the field. Has the versatility to work in different offensive schemes. Can win games
by throwing 35+ times.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6050

N/A

Weight

Vertical

232

N/A

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.65

N/A

2013 ARZ at NO
2013 ARZ vs. CAR
2013 ARZ at SF
2013 ARZ vs. IND
2013 ARZ at SEA

SUMMARY
Veteran starter at QB for 12 years and former Pro Bowl selection with playoff experience. A tall, solid build for a QB
with better than average arm strength. Throws a tight spiral with a quick release and decisiveness. Won’t hold onto
the ball too long. Can effectively make deep, intermediate, and short throws. Will take shots downfield and will hit
check downs when the pocket breaks. Will climb in the pocket and has shown good play strength with an ability to
pull away from DL grabbing him in the pocket. Won’t take unnecessary hits and operates with poise throughout the
entire game. Keeps emotions calm during the good and the bad times in a game. Good knack for getting the ball to the
offensive playmakers. Capable of making throws into tight windows over the middle. Struggles to escape the pocket
and scramble away from rushers and has not demonstrated ability to tuck the ball away and run for first downs.
Suffered a torn ACL in 2005 which might currently hamper foot speed and ability to escape the pocket. Has a
tendency to force throws into bracketed double coverage in the middle intermediate and deep zones. Overall, a
starting QB who you can win with. Operates best from the pocket with the capability to makes throws to all areas of
the field. He can be a pocket passer in West Coast offense where he needs to get the ball out of his hands quickly, or
he could thrive in an offense with a strong running game and an effective downfield play-action passing game.

